In biological function emerges from the interactions of components with only partially aligned interests. An example is the brain -a large aggregation of neurons capable of producing unitary, coherent output. A theory for how such aggregations produce coherent output remains elusive. A first question we might ask is how collective is the behavior of the components? Here we introduce two properties of collectivity and illustrate how these properties can be quantified using approaches from information theory and statistical physics. First, amplification quantifies the sensitivity of the large scale to information at the small scale and is related to the notion of criticality in statistical physics. Second, decomposability reveals the extent to which aggregate behavior is reducible to individual contributions or is the result of synergistic interactions among components forming larger subgroups. These measures facilitate identification of causally important components and subgroups that might be experimentally manipulated to study the evolution and controllability of biological circuits and their outputs. 
Introduction
Results from split-brain research, the study of neurological disorders and functional imaging studies suggest that the human brain is not an all-purpose centralized, computing device (reviewed in [1, 2] ). It is organized in modular fashion, consisting of distributed, specialized, and interacting circuits that have been shaped by evolution to perform specific subfunctions while preserving substantial plasticity. These circuits produce coherent behavior at the whole organism level, yet to do so have to integrate over the output of billions of noisy neurons as well as coordinate with each other.
This observation begs the question: How does a distributed process involving a large number of neurons with only partially correlated information give rise to unitary, functional output [3] ? This problem is not unique to neuroscience. An open question across many biological systems is how novel function at an aggregate scale emerges from interacting components with only partially aligned information or interests and operating on different temporal and spatial scales (discussed in [4, 5, 6 ]). And the answer to this question will force us to re-evaluate the computational, Von Neumann metaphor for the brain and move toward asynchronous, competitive dynamics supporting collective information processing.
Background
The area within biology in which the emergence of a unitary, low variance output is best studied is development. Developmental biology aims to explain the process through which initial states comprising a small number of undifferentiated cells lead to the construction of phenotypic features that consist of highly differentiated and stable multicellular aggregates. The coordination of cell division and cell differentiation through space and time is governed by regulatory interactions among genes making extensive use of feedback from the environment (e.g. [7] ).
Similarly, in the social realm, social structure with functional implications for individuals, like the distribution of fight sizes or distribution of social power (slow variables, or niche constructed social currencies, mediating conflict and cooperation [4,6 ,8] ) in a macaque society, results from the combined strategic interactions of many individuals with only partly aligned interests who differentially benefit from the social structure they collectively compute [5, 6 ].
In both development and the social realm, we can think of the causal relationships (interaction strategies) among components as forming circuits that collectively compute an aggregate-level output with functional consequences in evolutionary, ontogenetic, or learning time [6 ] . These circuits -the gene-protein causal interactions producing a sea urchin's endomesoderm [7] , the stochastic strategic social circuits producing the distribution of fight sizes in a monkey society [9, 5, 6 ] -are complicated. One important goal is to understand the logic of these circuits and one approach to comprehension is to reduce the dimensionality of the circuits through an abstracted compressed description [10 ] , or theory, that parsimoniously explains the production of the output [11,6 ,5] . The compressed encoding can take a variety of forms, such as sparse circuits in the social case [6 ,10 ] , or, in the developmental case, 'kernels' -subcircuits found in closely related species and shown to be conserved over evolutionary time [12] .
In cognition we are faced with the same problem: how is neural activity coordinated to produce adaptive microscopic configurations associated with stable macroscopic behavior [11, 6 ]? As in the developmental and social cases, we have many noisy interacting components, multiple temporal and spatial scales, and coherent, stable output at the macroscopic scale. However the sheer number of neurons means that a full description of the causal interactions among neurons may be intractable (despite progress on mapping the connectome [13] ). In addition what we want when we build a map of the microscopic behavior of an adaptive system is to start with the fundamental causal or strategic units and then map the causal interactions among these [6 ] . Just as with the study of regulatory networks and social circuits, it should not be assumed that the individual, the gene, the protein, or the neuron is that unit. The burden is on the researcher to extract the basic causal units from the data and use these as a starting point to build a circuit or map connecting the microscopic to the macroscopic [5] . Neural population size alone suggests that single neurons may not be the best starting point for such maps.
The bottom line is that it seems highly unlikely that the circuits we build to capture the dynamics producing unitary output in cognition can be constructed from the bottom up, and then simplified, as has been (largely) the procedure in the cases of the gene regulatory networks and social circuits described above. Rather the dimension reduction and circuit construction must go hand in hand (see for discussion [14] ).
It is important that dimension reduction provides a predictive, compressed encoding and also a biologically meaningful mechanism that captures how the system performs the computation [6 ] . We begin by asking how collective the dynamics are producing the output of the computation. This approach aims to provide insights into the natural scales of the system [5] . Such an approach will reveal whether alternative macroscopic states (alternative solutions) can be accessed through independent changes to component behavior (e.g. nodes in the circuit) or if more sophisticated interventions (by us as scientists, or by selection) targeting, for example, subcircuits, are required [6 ] .
We propose two fundamental dimensions to collectivity: first, the extent to which changes made by components have an effect on the aggregate (amplification) and second, the scale at which the aggregate output can be decomposed into effects from distinct subgroups (decomposability). Decomposability provides insight into the natural, functional scales of the system, whereas amplification captures the sensitivity of one scale to informational changes at another scale. Within neuroscience, these measures will put us in a better position to map neural activity to function, discover the basic units and higher-level modules (semi-fluid groupings of low-level casual units), and quantify their causal contribution to the target output.
Dimensions of collectivity Terminology
The term collective behavior is often used in the biological literature when individuals or components form groups and their joint behavior produces, for example, interesting spatial patterns as in flocking and schooling.
To keep things clear, we refer to the pattern, or the output described by a macroscopic variable, as the aggregate behavior of the system. An open question is how collective are the dynamics that produce these aggregate behaviors?
We propose that collectivity varies with respect to two important properties that can be measured using information theory, and that both provide insight into how
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Box 1 Building models from microscopic data.
Making quantitative statements about how functional macroscopic properties arise from component interactions requires connecting to experimental data in which individual-scale interactions are either known or can be inferred. We assume that the system of interest can be described by a stationary probability distribution PðxÞ over joint statesx ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x n Þ of the n components of the system. (We assume stationarity for simplicity, though we expect that the concepts of amplification and decomposability can be generalized to dynamic, nonstationary systems.)
A major challenge to measuring information theoretic quantities in a real system is in faithfully representing the causal structure of the system: finding the right model for PðxÞ. For instance, correlations caused by individuals reacting independently to some unmeasured signal can lead to spurious interactions that may cause an overestimate of I with respect to changes in individual behavior [15] .
Especially in complicated heterogeneous, collective systems, it can be important to use a model that makes minimal assumptions in order to avoid statistical problems of overfitting. One such approach that has been applied to social conflict and neural activity is that of maximum entropy. For example, a standard approach utilizes maximum entropy models of fixed order (fitting, say, second-order correlations between firing patterns of every pair of measured neurons [16, 17] ). Maximum entropy models are useful in that they often accurately describe the behavior of neural systems and they are analytically well understood. But these theories are explicitly phenomenological, and may miss mechanistic details important to capturing sensitivity to certain perturbations. Still, we can view a phenomenological model as an approximation that we expect to be predictive for sufficiently small perturbations. When additional details are known about the mechanisms producing the behavior, these can be incorporated at the expense of theoretical effort to adapt the frameworks for parameter inference and measurement of information theoretic quantities.
functional aggregate behavior is produced within a given system ( Figure 1 ): first, Amplification -How sensitive is the output to perturbations at the microscopic level? and second, Decomposability -Is the aggregate behavior the result of individual, redundant, or synergistic contributions of components?
Amplification
In order to measure amplification we need to measure how a small change is amplified to influence a whole system. The sensitivity of a system to perturbations in the physics of collectives is called its susceptibility. Susceptibility can be defined in information theoretic terms as a Fisher information, a generalized sensitivity of a probability distribution (e.g. over possible neural firing rates) to a parameter change (e.g. a change in synaptic strength) [18] :
where m parameterizes a distribution P(x) describing the behavior of a system (see Box 1), and we interpret x as a relevant aggregate variable. I is typically used to measure the amount of information about m that can be inferred from draws from P(x). Conversely, if a component has control over a local parameter m, I x ðmÞ measures the degree of control the component has on the aggregate variable x.
Relation of Fisher information to phase transitions and criticality
Somewhat surprisingly the informational or functional property of amplification is closely related to the critical behavior of a many body system (see Appendix). Generalized to multiple parameters, the Fisher information forms a Riemannian metric that becomes singular precisely at phase transitions [19, 20] . Then phase transitions, having diverging I as the number of components n! 1, correspond to components having arbitrarily large effects on the output. But even at finite n, I (with units of bits/ [units of m] 2 ) measures the amplification of component information to the global scale. In this sense, I becomes a straightforward, useful measure of the contribution of any specific component or set of components to the macroscopic output of interest.
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Two aspects of collectivity: amplification and decomposability. The output aggregate behavior (represented by dials) generated by a population of components (small circles) can be produced in more or less collective ways. First, the system may lack collectivity in that a small perturbation to an individual component does not propagate to additional components (no amplification). A more connected network allows the perturbation to propagate across the network and results in a larger amplification measured at the system level (large amplification). At a critical point a perturbation can grow to encompass a significant fraction of the components in the system (critical amplification). Second, the system may lack collectivity in that there is information about the aggregate behavior in each component measured independently, but nothing is gained by measuring their interactions (decomposable). Alternatively, the aggregate behavior may require the synergistic interaction of multiple components (nondecomposable).
systems have increased Fisher information in regions of parameter space that can eventually resolve into sharp phase transitions with infinite I as n! 1 [20] . This approach to criticality is demonstrated in Figure 2 for a simple homogeneous all-to-all coupled model (see Appendix for model details).
Many biological systems appear to sit close to a critical point, where I is large [21-25,26 ,27] . For example, flocks of starlings maintain correlations in velocity fluctuations across large distances [26 ,24] . Schooling fish have interactions that make aggregate-level patterns like linear schooling and circulatory milling easily modifiable [28 ,27] . Neural systems display avalanches of activity following power laws that suggest tuning to a transition, in neuronal cultures [29] , awake monkeys [30] , and by controlling excitability using drugs [31] , as well as in MEG measurements in humans [32] . This apparent ubiquity of critical phenomena has prompted speculation that sitting near criticality may be a useful categorical feature of adaptive systems, more useful to prediction then the microscopic details that produce it [23] .
Implications of amplification for quantifying collectivity
Identifying criticality typically emphasizes properties of the infinite limit. Yet the infinite limit is less natural for many biological systems than in the atomic context in which these ideas were originally formed, with functional groups that contain not trillions but tens to thousands of individuals. To extend these ideas to fundamentally finite and highly heterogeneous systems, we propose shifting to information theoretic formulations like the Fisher information that can be used in systems of any size and on models of general type.
An information theoretic formulation has the advantage of allowing measurements on both equilibrium and dynamical models that have been inferred from detailed individual-scale measurements and that respect each system's heterogeneity. If we view the success of biological systems as deriving from their ability to store and process information, this approach also has the advantage of being couched directly in the units of information theory. This would allow one, for instance, to predict the number of neurons required to be perturbed in order to transmit a given necessary number of bits of information. In addition, measuring how far a system is from a point of maximal amplification can be used to quantify stability and robustness [33] .
Decomposability
Given a macroscopic output of a system, we might ask: Does the system include groupings of components with structure that cannot be decomposed into independent individual effects? How much do these higher-order groups contribute to the target output?
Community detection methods have begun to address the issue of functional units in neural systems by, for instance, clustering pairwise connections in functional connectivity networks (e.g. [34, 2] ). Measures of decomposability go beyond identifying groups of correlated components, additionally determining the extent to which their aggregate behavior cannot be reducible to simple combination of the effects of constituents.
As with amplification, decomposability can be addressed from an information-theoretic perspective. However, the optimal framework for calculating decomposability is still debated in the literature (see [35 ] for a review from a neuroscience perspective). Here we highlight two promising approaches. The Fisher information, a measure of amplification of individual to aggregate behavior, is related to phase transitions in the limit of an infinite number of individuals. Varying parameters in a simple homogeneous Ising model (see Appendix) demonstrates how increasing interaction strength allows for increased Fisher information. The Fisher information is useful in describing amplification even away from the n! 1 limit in the right panel. The region of parameters with largest Fisher information shrinks to an infinitely thin line as n! 1, corresponding to a discontinuous phase transition. Arrows indicate the system with zero bias at which increasing interactions lead to instability in the mean field solution; this becomes the continuous phase transition (critical point) in the infinite system.
Maximum entropy approach to identifying higher-order interactions
One framework [36] for quantifying decomposability is based on the maximum entropy principle. Here, the entropy of an equilibrium system is decomposed into nonnegative terms. For increasing group size k, a distribution is constructed that matches frequencies of simultaneous activity of component groups up to size k, with remaining degrees of freedom set to maximize the entropy. Each term in the decomposition is the difference between entropies at successive k, and measures how important k-way dependencies are in the system. An extension to this framework can quantify the information contributed by specific subgroups of size k [37] .
This maximum entropy decomposition quantifies the importance of specified interactions through the information one gains about system behavior by knowing that the interactions exist. For instance, if individuals behave independently, then only first order interactions contribute, and the natural scale is at the level of the individual. If higher order terms contribute to the entropy, then these interactions are important to the behavior, and the size of each term quantifies the amount of additional structure explained. A subtlety arises in that higher-order interactions can often be well-represented using combinations of second-order interactions -so a small contribution by higher-order interactions in an inferred model does not necessarily mean that they are not important in reality [38] . When found, higher order interactions may be thought of as synergistic, though this notion of synergy is subtly different than that discussed in the following section [39] .
Synergy, redundancy, and uniqueness
A second framework, the partial information decomposition [40,41,42 ,43-45,35 ] , considers the mutual information between a set of component states X 1 , . . ., X n and an output Y: I[X 1 , . . ., X n : Y]. This mutual information is then decomposed into parts, each of which is identified as coming from a specific subgroup and as unique, redundant, or synergistic.
a With respect to the output Y, a component may provide unique information that no other X i can provide; multiple components may individually provide the same redundant information; or some synergistic information could be accessible only when considering groups of components. The prototypical example of a synergistic interaction is the binary 'exclusive or' function, Y = X 1 xor X 2 . Here, no input individually contains information about the output (I[X i : Y] = 0), but together they do (I[X 1 , X 2 : Y] = 1).
A group of components with perfect informational redundancy forms a module within which the information provided by a single component is the same as that provided by any other single component. At the other extreme, a group with perfect synergy is informative only through a measurement of the state of the entire group. Decomposability is closely related to coding theory. The existence of redundancy implies that a compressed code could express the same information using fewer individuals. No redundancy and no synergy means that each component codes for a specific piece of unique information. And a fully synergistic code is cryptic in the sense that no information can be gleaned by looking at any smaller subset of the group.
Compared to the maximum entropy hierarchy, the partial information decomposition has the advantage that it describes the contributions that specific groups make about a specific macroscopic variable, making it more interpretable when the output is known. The exact form of the partial information decomposition, however, is still debated [42 ,43-45] .
Implications of decomposability for quantifying collectivity
With regard to quantifying decomposability, either the maximum entropy or partial information decomposition approach can be used to calculate system-wide statistics, but we emphasize that our goal is not only to quantify the synergy or redundancy of an entire system, but also the synergy or redundancy of specific subgroups. These subgroups could be used for dimensionality reduction by providing a more compact description of the system.
And by identifying causally important properties of the circuit that could in principle be targeted by selection, we move closer to understanding how the circuit and the output it produces evolved. This in turn provides the basis for understanding how the 'causal flow' or algorithm operating on the circuit might be efficiently changed to access new output or macroscopic properties.
At present, both the maximum entropy and partial information decomposition approaches remain difficult to compute in their entirety for even moderately sized systems, requiring resources that grow at least as fast as the number of all possible subgroups. Restricting analysis to small subgroup size k or to specific predetermined subgroups will be important to making progress. For instance, soft clustering techniques such as sparse coding [10 ] can identify redundant groups that can be used to represent the system using fewer effective components. Similarly, identifying synergistic subgroups could imply modularity, though to our knowledge there do not yet exist techniques explicitly designed to efficiently search for synergistic groupings.
Summary
Even assuming that whole brain studies one day measure and predict individual-level behavior of every relevant neuron, understanding how component behavior collectively maps to coherent, adaptive behavioral output will require additional theoretical tools and insights. Here we have highlighted two important measures -amplification and decomposability -that can be used to quantify the connection between the small and the large scale and aid in reducing the dimension of predictive models in a biologically meaningful way.
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Details regarding Figure 2 The maximum entropy second order model for binary states (Ising model) makes a good test system for our information theory framework. In this section, we will derive expressions for the Fisher information in the mean field limit, which becomes exact for this model in the limit n! 1. These results can be found with slightly different notation in any introductory statistical physics textbook.
Here, we are using the convention that individuals can take values W1, and the negative log likelihood function
where h ext is an external field set to zero, with respect to which we will measure a Fisher information. The Ising model is then given by the distribution PðxÞ / expÀH. Note that we define J such that positive interactions correspond to ferromagnetic interactions, meaning they tend to make individuals more positively correlated, and we define h such that positive fields tend to push the system toward having individuals in the +1 state. For simplicity, we look at a homogeneous system: J ij = J and h i = h 8i, j.
Mean field theory successfully describes this system in terms of its mean behavior when the number of interactions per individual is large. Then each spin can be treated independently, with each feeling a constant 'field' h eff from its neighbors, with
where m = hxi, which is the same for all x i given the assumption of homogeneity. The mean field theory is self-consistent when m ¼ tanhðh eff ðmÞÞ;
which can be solved numerically.
We can now solve for the Fisher information I per individual with respect to an external field (plotted in Figure 2 ), which for this model is equal to the susceptibility x per individual (see section 'The relationship between Fisher information and thermodynamics'):
Using Eqn (9) 
In the finite n cases in Figure 2 , we explicitly calculate the entire distribution specified by Eqn (7) and compute the susceptibility using the convenient identity that it is equal to the variance of the sum s = P k x k :
